
 
 

 

 

Camden Town is a great place to shop if you like clothes that are a bit unusual. You'll see some 

very strange clothes in this video and you'll also find out what a Cyber-Goth is! 

 

Do the preparation task first. Then watch the video about Camden Fashion and do the exercises to 

check your understanding. If you need help, you can read the transcript at any time. 

 

1. Preparation: picture matching 

Draw a line to match the pictures with the words below.  

    

    

 

baggy trousers market stall belt canal 

safety pins t-shirt Goth catwalk 

 

2. Check your understanding: matching  

Match the two sentence halves and write a – f next to the number 1 – 6.  

1…….. Camden market was originally next to a. each week. 

2…….. Camden market first opened in b. 30 years ago. 

3…….. Half a million people visit Camden market c. twice a year. 

4…….. Punk fashion didn’t exist d. the catwalks in London. 

5…….. London Fashion Week is held e. the canal. 

6…….. Many fashion trends that we wear start on f. 1972. 
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3. Check your understanding: multiple choice  

Choose the correct word or words to complete the sentences.  

1. Jack is a ______________. 
Cyber-Goth 

punk 

2. A Cyber-Goth is a mixture of ______________. 
punk, goth and American surfing scene 

pop, rock and American country music scene 

3. Jack says that his hair is a really, really ______________ creation. 
long 

lovely 

4. Jack’s t-shirt shows the ______________ of his body. 
outside 

inside 

5. Jack is wearing ______________ trousers. 
baggy 

tight 

6. Jack’s belt is from the ______________ century. 
20th 

21st 

 

Are you into clothes and fashion? 

Do you like to wear the same type of clothes as your friends or do you try to look a bit different? 

What do you think about the fashions in the video? 

What places in your city or country are known for fashion? 

 

Vocabulary Box   Write any new words you have learnt in this lesson.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


